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Boxes
Mary Adams
what do we covet?
we covet what we love
we hide what we
hold dear
from the rest of the world
so as not to lose
its luster
or from those who lust
and long for our hoard
our love
our loot
to squander
there is no reverence
of others treasures
respect
went to lunch
with the Doh-Doh’s
and the ear rings I’d lent her
lost on a date
she said
she’d buy me another
people take without asking
your car
your soul
red Oreo cookies
because nothing
means nothing
to no one
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they take bears
and cars
and children
and lives
and leave them
on bedside tables
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Anticipation
Ellen Bartlett
From around the corner
In the moving shadows cast by the light of the TV
I hear the movie is underway
Uncertain if I am ready for the intimacy of his touch
I fiddle with the zipper on my shirt
Making too much noise
I now must go into the room
Moving over to the couch
I smile, sit, and wait
He hugs my shoulder
Draining me of all resistance
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Sea-Side Imagery
Ellen Bartlett
my look out hovers over the sea
I sit at ease on the rocking log
to the left - swaying bits of bark startle me
sudden hunger speaks to me
what language to use to tell of this scene
quite comfy is my perch
yet sporadic splashes unnerve
rolling rocks under filmy water
squawking birds behind surprise
ocean smells approach too close
alone I fear the movement
of a wiggle under foot
the driftwood slips aside
no bark on the wood now
waves have smoothed it
moss floats freely
cool wet mist bounces into flight
a thud to the right disturbs me
a shoe - alone stands ashore
curling waves in my view
all colors of gray displayed
from water to sky unending
transfixed on thud and swish
sound – washing machine
from my precarious perch
- jutting flexible log foam and seals around
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I hesitate
waves are rough breaks
steep drop it may be
into the dark green abyss
endless water logged breaths
- focus instead on aphids
they too may fall victim
I feel the pressure of sad sounds
as sea gulls echo
ferns and sea shells are together
ferns bright and rustling
while dull shells do not twitch
by the sea - red is a color to see
on a shell chipped
- add a smile in the gray
climbing veins of bark
up a tree
it's not dirt
aimlessly I glance
at the spittle from the sky
then a voice
here by the sea ?
long branches
intrude on my view
clear green leaves
disguise distant mountains
train whistles
then my voice and words are lost
17

By My Hands
Michael Berdan
Metals, plastics, glass, rubber. A conglomerate formed by mergers, melds, welds,
rivets, seals, latches, clips and bolts. Panels and bars just long enough to just
reach to do just what they do. Layers of steel and glass encase prizes and power.
The missing piece arrives. A solitary tongue out on its own in the world, finally
brought back and slid home, igniting the symphonic cacophony, success,
purpose. The entire green and black mass glides over black, yellow, black, black
black, yellow, white. A circle makes curves, a pad makes power. Skeptical safety
and dubious quirks detract little from the loyalty of the soul resonating from
within, its language simple but telling. Springs and plastics stretch and groan
from exertion. It runs strongly with feet planted. Elemental arms wrap and
release, leaving their mark with only a steady whoosh. A perspiring forehead is
alleviated by a rhythmic wipe. It glides alongside others like it, but they are
inferior, and antisocial. Its only companion is within, touching, gripping, playing.
The one within is in command, directing the circle and pads, levers and knobs.
With a squeak and a creak, the ruckus concludes, and the tongue is ripped from
its home. A quick lash in a hotel and out again, another indefinite hiatus.
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Lisa Bridle, Love Poem, Acrylic on Canvas, 24” x 18”
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Emily Lee, Portrait of a Town with Boats, Acrylic on Canvas, 16” x 20”
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From Keats’s House
Rose Brown
Slowly burning from matter to dust,
release of my soul to the sky.
Gently the waves reach forward to touch,
the dark sandy ground where I lie.
Heart unattached and spirit lifting,
my body vanishes in flames.
Though I will not continue living,
my writing will carry my name.
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from Lost Parkour Ps(alm)s
Laynie Browne
So long since this other garden
entered spines unpracticed
remedial fainting without falling
this street does everything
in the dark

Please do not describe
yourself any other
way energy can
travel, change form
and come along

Visiting a past life is no mirage
even if the weather is unbelievable
I guide your hand to a premise
That “once” had been a refuge
and didn’t know

That the unsaid is framed like a wish
perfect in its obviousness
The charm of a boundary not traversed
is in resonant possibility
Not frozen or suspended but simply known
No gaze speaks of itself
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from Scorpyn Odes
Laynie Browne
Scorypyn Ode
Fears speak of themselves
in tones, in tombs
take the ultraviolet light
The thin winter crawled
under
under the house
beneathe the tongue
completely hypothetical

Scorpyn Ode
I watched the reader read
and the squares upon calendars
looked back upon me
I tried to read from the book
but even magnified
I could not see it
What scurried beneath
the book I cannot say
I hung upon the walls
not regret, but a ship below a bat
a door partially opened
and a house of hope
constructed solely of words
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Scorpyn Ode
Scorpions lined up in small plastic containers
barely moving
Transparent thickness of body
things one shouldn’t see
Inner anatomy
She said they entered my home, in winter
I go in search of diatomaceous earth
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It
Linda Cung
It
Was something I was not intentionally looking for
Something I came across
Unexpected
Memorable
Forever
That day
Everything became a thousand little presents
Bursting open
Each, a delightful surprise in store
Giggling
Chuckling
Noises
Curious,
I stepped closer, holding one juxtapose to my ear
A voice emanated
Talking as though I was there
Laughter followed, a song perfect for any day
A sound so familiar, it knocked me breathless
Looking inside, a photo, of you
The photo felt real
The baby soft skin, the wrinkles beneath your eyes when you smile
All there, as if you were physically here
Every present had a different photo, song, voice
One I would know just from listening
25

Captured by this moment
Of happiness
Life
Living
Song
Harmony
Love
Of everyone who has touched my heart,
Shone the brightest of lights in my life
There, surrounding me
I felt as light as a feather
Fluttering through life which now held purpose
It had been encircling me all along
I just hadn’t realized
It was bliss
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Identity
Byron Dill
It sounds odd.
To say one’s own name.
At least
for me it does.
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Kirby in Wonderland
Trevor Dodge
When James was six months old, his mother asked the philosopher-pediatrician
in charge of him why the infant would cry for four or five hours on end.
“There is no reason for this,” she said, eyes sunk deep into their sockets. “He's
always full and changed when it starts. There is simply no reason.”
“There usually isn't,” the philosopher-pediatrician responded. “Don't take his
crying personal. It's not about you.” The philosopher-pediatrician smiled and
patted James' mother on the shoulder as she sat slumped on the courtesy
bench in the exam room. The smile did not budge; she could only look down at
the floor and grimace.
Later that day, when James' grandmother came over to pay her regular visit,
James' mother stole the philosopher-pediatrician's word:
“They call it 'colic'. It's a pretty common condition I guess.” James' mother stole
the philosopher-pediatrician's smile, too.
The grandmother scowled and stood. She walked towards James' mother.
“That…”
James' grandmother leaned forward.
“…is bullshit.”
The scowl did not budge; James' mother could only look down at the floor and
grimace.
At the next check-up several weeks later, James' mother relayed what the
grandmother had said. The philosopher-pediatrician provided lots of smiles and
shoulder pats, as well as a cheerful suggestion for James' mother to turn on her
Kirby vacuum cleaner and leave it in the room while James slept, so as to
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provide a constant monotone that would drown out all other auditory stimuli.
James' mother was skeptical but did her best to keep her grimacing in check.
“What about a clock radio?” she asked. “I could tune it to a dead spot and let
the static play. All night if that's what it takes. The vacuum seems so…extreme.”
The philosopher-pediatrician smiled.
“Let me ask you something.” The philosopher-pediatrician patted James'
mother on the shoulder before sitting next to her on the courtesy bench that
had recently been reupholstered in thick, diamond-tucked naugahyde. “Have
you ever listened to your clock radio at night?”
“Yes, of course.”
“No, I mean really listened? And I mean all night?”
James' mother shifted her weight on the bench, using her left palm to lean
slightly away from the philosopher-pediatrician. Before she could pull her hand
back into her lap and neatly interlace her ten fingers again, the meat of her palm
untethered from the black vinyl; a loud ripping sound erupted in the little exam
room.
“I'm not sure what you mean,” she replied.
The philosopher-pediatrician continued smiling.
“Ever notice how you can pick up stations that are sometimes hundreds of miles
away, especially in the wee hours of the morning? Say, 1 or 2 o'clock?”
James' mother simply stared back into the smile. Blank.
“See, radio waves travel farther and in greater intensity at night because the air
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is cooler and there tends to be less interference. If you tune the dial to a patch
of static in the afternoon, by midnight it's entirely likely that your radio will pick
up a programmed frequency at that same point on the dial that it couldn't
decode before.”
Blank.
The philosopher-pediatrician returned James' mother's stare. The smile silently
spilled onto the floor.
“You've really never noticed that?”
Blank.
And so later that evening, after wrapping James into his makeshift straitjacket
and laying him down to sleep (and praying The Lord his soul to keep), his
mother kicked on her Kirby upright, clicked the door shut, and shuffled down
the stairs, leaving her faithful machine to drown every note that dared make a
sound and to drain the trace of every kiss from his dreams.
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Kaia Modeen, Five Minutes to Midnight, Graphite on Paper, 9” x 12”
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Presentation
David Duckworth
She hands us a receipt and an E-Z pass advertisement.
She appears to be a cow goddess, munching every driver, but spitting them out
when they say, I can do without the extra slip of paper.
Cows are not people. So why call the sedentary mass of flesh in the glass-andsteel booth a cow? When she grazes her eye glazes on the Pop-Tart box in the
CitGo convenience store.
DIP STROKE! DIP STOKE!
The cow knows clover from switchgrass. The uniformed receipt dispenser knows
ice cream from WondraBread, but she doesn’t know that corn fills 45 percent of
what she looks for in that grazing palace, Associated Supermarkets.
Well, people are more like pigs, lining up en masse to their next trough. It’s the
between-trough moments that herds like ours rub shoulders.
Presentation at Saunders Farm, Garrison, NY, August 31, 2008
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David Duckworth, Untitled from Short Tales from the American Landscapes, 2008,
Pen and Ink on Paper, 5” x 113/8”
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You’ve Got Legs in Paradise
David Duckworth
Section I
You got legs in paradise
Smooth or crunchy, go for the peanut accent on luggage
Enhanced your ratings - floss
No better way than flashing the global card
Enjoy the ride of a centuries old tradition
A mellow blend you are meant for
Weeding is a snap with the new breed of
Luxury rooms at affordable prices beat the
Commuter rush with the finest brand of
Mint jelly, holidays were never so festive
Be aggressive, get to the top of
Another label just doesn't fit yourself in the
World's greatest collection of people, places and
A party for the eternal night wedded to
Brilliant design in a compact
Outdistances competition by the sheer force of
Gravy train and a granola bar booster
Sunrise because this year's edition
Sets the pace for your happiness can be
Maximized with little effort when the
Gold emblem is sold at any outlet on Monday
Is power night, ladies stride in on the new
Digital orb of surround your vision
Guaranteed success with this handy gadget
Now only if you have the will we have the
Regular price, but if you hurry butter ball
Basted in a self-cleaning, no fuss
Dermatologically improved, make your own rules
Softer and plusher seating than the ordinary
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Guy will make without your winning smile
And a red the passion of the great bravura
Clipping was never easier since you can guess the
Juicy tang tropical spray get-away breezes
Soothe with the safety and surety of
Post-nasal comfort in fun-filled raspberry
Creme rinse by God and country
Put every home in high yield bonds
And leave the kids knowing there is
Only the imagination to go the extra mile
In a sunroof fantasy car
Section II
I speak from a tight airless cavity
Where there are no walls
Only the emptiness between us
My disembodied soul
Is a field of vision
The course upon which hunger navigates
Were you to see me
Your impression would be
A perfect picture of yourself
A figure without animation
Before want or desire have
Deformed the thing before you
In our histories we have known each other
In the broad light of day we are unknown
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Earl, Get Up, Get out of Bed
Patricia el Koury
Your brain
This is your room
This is a room in a hospital
This is where you live now
This is your room
Brush your teeth, thirty minutes
This is where you live now
Cigarette? Check for lit ones first, stupid
Brush your teeth, thirty minutes
Cigarette? Check the ledge first
P.S. After you’ve read this, hide it again
If you can still read this, then you’re a fucking coward
This is where you live now
These people are trying to kill you
P.S. After you’ve read this, hide it again
Where’s my watch?
This is your room
Get up, get up right now
These people are trying to kill you
Where’s my watch?
This is a room in a hospital
Get up, get up right now
Where’s my watch?
If you can still read this, then you’re a fucking coward
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P.S. After you’ve read this, hide it again
This is a room in a hospital
If you can still read this, then you’re a fucking coward
Get up, get up right now
This is where you live now
This is a room in a hospital
This is your room
Your brain, ding

Based upon the short story, Memento Mori
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In the Trunk
Patricia el Koury
perhaps you’ve had enough
of razorblades
and dollheads
of the porcelain
and lace trim
violent with their vaulted dreams.
Antiquated,
pouring into corners
you pull at pinstripes
and carnival slices
and wonder what are they doing here?
Who keeps them lurking in crevices?
You are not well and they are becoming clairvoyant behind those batting lashes.
They speak in tongues
spilling out their abandonment
(red kisses talk of spiders dangling on their tongues)
And in the darkness,
you feel the blossoms slipping
discarded little oracles,
shadows that lift their skirts
and pirouette when they smile
un, deux, trois; un, deux, trois.
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You want to feel them
waltz down your throat
like cherry lozenges
a dissolving masquerade
of dainty broken messes
blinking in sepia.
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F’ing
Christie Feola
“Flying
feels
like
falling”
She sings
As I ponder
“What’s the difference?”
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Picture
Christie Feola
I see the image in my mind
Perfectly clear with clean clean lines
I try to make you think what I think
To see what I see
Envision what I envision
With my small inadequate words
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Strokes of Expression
Christie Feola
Paint on paper
Mixing, smearing, swabbing color
Washing waves and
Washing sky
Flat brush – Round brush
Big and little
Lots of water or
Barely wet
Background, foreground, detailing
In that particular order
Or else
Light paint covers dark paint
Poorly
Careful pre-planning is
Required or
Conducting an orchestra in
Your mind
First
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Warren Buck, Introcourse, Acrylic on Canvas, 40” x 30”
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Esther Piñeiro Hall, Callejón en Havana, Photograph
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I Remember
Dinorah Flores-Perez
I remember the time.
He reminded me of the comfort of home.
Sad eyes, danger all around us kids.
There is always emptiness in places like Compton
when the guns’ bullets argued through the streets
made my eyes heavy often.
Everyone is tired in Compton.
Everyone is trying to forget.
Recollecting all of these creates a memory
free from injury
complicated, dense with information, charring too much to comprehend.
There was nothing safe or healing about that.
Violence criminalized the people
permitted little if any light to pass through
because of denseness of matter.
Daily arguments of Compton
Daily anger in that place.
Girls did not let themselves come through with all that makeup
trying to cover up more than physical flaws.
Remembering the deaths that happened in Compton
because of the violence that was lived there.
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5/21
Dinorah Flores-Perez
This is a praise song to silence
keeping time tamed in memories
when our words have glued themselves to thoughts
and the stillness of our talk
it becomes the perfect place to rest.
Stop steering that way
hip hop was a form of liberation back in Brooklyn
with Latinos y Afro Americanos.
Back in that day when the burst of our instruments
echoed off brick walls, phat graffiti resting there,
gazing at our rhymes
with its colors beating at our love
for hip hop
long ago
and our beats broke in our throats.
Like that
long ago
before white boys freckled into our liberation movement
before our colors went unseen
and when our beats walked out on talent
and our out talk performed in silence.
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Rejection, Poetry on Buses
Dinorah Flores-Perez
Colors peak through my eyes
and mute all my languages
erasing sun into shadows
where my thoughts wander.
My mind clearing paths for sleep to walk through.
The time ticking to put my thoughts away, but
the moon couldn’t have been
so poetic, dipping verses
because in my dreams
night dances
on pen and paper.
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Hand Tremors
Arnie Franke
Zen is
Soooooooooo
in right now.
Sothisfriendofmine shewenttogetsomecoffee
AtStarbuck’s? Orwhatever
Andshe’s theoneItoldyouaboutyesterday
And the day before, and the day before that.
Who was upset because her boyfriend is in the navy and remember I
Told you he left a couple of days ago to spend like a month or something
HIDEOUS
On a submarine, OH
And she said that like every time they go out they like aren’t allowed
Any kind of contact like all the email they get has to be censored and stuff
Because they aren’t supposed to get
ANY SORT OF BAD NEWS
Because well he said that you have to sleep in this coffin thing
There’s no place to move around…
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Even when you’re awake.
Yeah you know cause you’re underwater, well he says that every time they go
out;
like every time
ONE OR TWO PEOPLE KILL THEMSELVES
I wonder what they do…
I don’t know I think they must like cut their wrist or maybe they hang themselves
actually I bet there isn’t enough room
I mean with the bodies.
Oh yeah…
WEIRD!
How did we even get here!? What were we talking about?
Your friend got coffee.
Oh yeah well she bought one of those mini Zen garden
Sand box things and she
Was telling me about it,
It even comes with instructions.
49

Rafters
Arnie Franke
I understand that
A long time ago
Families died
Captured in a caving
Mess of buckling timber
Broken under the rafters of their beaten
Roofs beset by an
Unexpected Snowfall
I also understand that
Not as long ago,
Families built roofs to
A point brazenly trained on
That which would love to crush them.
They watched
Snow slide in slabs
From the eves and
50

With disappointed thuds
Silhouette themselves in the
Frozen crust of their already fallen fellows
Now I see that
Our roofs are flat once again;
Built to withstand all
The unexpected weight
Of wading pools and lawn chairs.
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Sinkmud
Arnie Franke
I called a swamp a pond
So as not to overlook the water.
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Ellen Bartlett, Leading to the Horizon, Watercolor and Acrylic, 13” x 21”
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Carol Dobyns, Duality, Oil on Canvas, 30” x 24”
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After the Serpent
Heather Hughes Griffin
Witness her torment
Body
Hand

a posture of pain
raised in horrified supplication.

A chorus
of love and loss,
of life and death.
The ponies
galloping in that meadow
ceased frolicking
and
were
still
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Ascent (After John Olson)
Heather Hughes Griffin
It’s time. Time to Magna Carta the moon. Kafka has written her Gregor as
an exploding ballerina. A trillion tine pieces of alabaster sinking in the sea. We
must protest for her cohesion.
Time to sit in a diner.
Time to Bonney and Clyde saltshakers and silverware.
Time to plot with the twelve-year-old black-watch capped burglar.
Time to resurrect Robin Hood at grocery stores. Time to steal orange
steel mesh New York City garbage cans in big black borrowed Towne Cars with
tinted windows.
Time to prove the renaissance of Cartesian thought. And consider
Descartes’ chaos because bight white teeth are a horror. And because dreams of
black smoke and dead mice are sparrows in gourds.
Time to be thoughtful. And hybrid words with action in a spontaneity
crowded with ancients, caves and methods. A sonata composed with eleven
crosswords, an A major note and sixteen tons of light. From here you can see
the heaps of shoes in the rose garden. In the first person, because the cowboy is
a killer and his puppet has no name. In the second place, because the hermit in
the booth knows the rules of engagement are a feral cat named SNAFU. In the
third thing, because children’s art pisses off Rube Goldberg whenever the
dissemination of matter into lion and goat makes it easier to imagine the
chimera.
Meaning it’s time. Time to eradicate malaise from the coporific quotidian.
Time to dawdle in the emerald park of eternity where every ocean of moonlight
is witness to the racing pulse of passion.
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Time to untangle fodder from truth and stroke that cheek with a finger
that speaks humanity. Time to eat poetry like a Prufrock peach, to mimic the
bride, and be deliciously vulnerable.

dog.

All that is not honest is ice cubes. And the art of mimesis is a biting pet

How tough does a question have to be to kill you? Puzzled Domingo
Rosas.
Let’s go through the mirror.
Reflection creates an atlas of alleys to find the truth in a pretzel. There is
ample fragility in a cloud to imagine Schrödinger’s cat in parallel world, but
nothing in the eyeball can assist with the effort to contemplate the architecture
of bulletproof glass. The trajectory of desire is exponentially related to the
depths of Bosch and Munch. And Goya makes the blood rush and the body
freeze.
The stage is sublime. And the moon is made whole.
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Abberhythm
Shane Hinton
1. IF this is anything, it is a REJECTION. Please report any suspicious mannerisms
to the front desk. Your safety is no one’s responsibility. In case of fire, expect the
worst.
2. At the moment, she is nail-biting courtroom sitting, breathing pancake batter
ovaries sweating, extemporary. At the moment, at the back, this is telling her
and them and her that the jury is out fucking, the judge blistered cunt thin robe,
closed circuit television recordings pirated ointment smeared shit fucking
shitfest.
3. Please immediately forget anything you may have seen. This house is old but
the wrong thing can still be said. We’re discovering the strengths to birth it.
4. She spreads arms against brick walls, cheek pressing grooves, mortar eclipse
release. Tastes blood, the hand on her head, wrists bruised, the violenceshesays.
5. IF she is anything she is BREAKING formula, she is spitting spinster red gag
rag teen fuck tit.
6. She is the product of an irresponsible imagination, an irreverent
arrogancesheisinternational, overjoyed, underpaid. She is sitting at home,
looking at me through a mirror, looking back at her
lookingatmelookingatherlookingatme.
7. Genetics? She looks at the spoiled mayonnaise on the floor, attempts to find
form, loses a space or two, puts it back. It is not this, this wondering, this
oversaturatedvoyeurism. Can we do this? I ask her asking me. I am thinking so,
shesaystomesayingtoher.
8. She wonders about spell check. I agree. We look at the clock. The street is
empty. Number 8 is the best number so far. We talk about this, wasting time.
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9. Number 9 has the promise of number 8 but can’t keep it together,
losesiteselfingrammar and ends up wherecuntslittingureter u r.
10.IF I think the best we can do, then the VOICE is that once heard broken
speaker eating static foam wave broaching, the voice is that radiosleepnullcycle.
This character and this voice is overly thoughtful and morose. This character and
this VOICE is painful to write, to be, this writing, this fucking,
thiseyeswollendickbleeding, this fucking.
11.Continue, pushing, continue. Hyperrhythms. Aberrhythms.
12.She overhears the keys punching tells me to stop and I do lookingather. She
is over the counter, ass in the air, reachingfortheketchup. OhgodItellher.
13.Hyperrhythmic, she is lickingsweatpusandfilth.
14.Itisnogoodtodothesethingsthatitellmyselftostopdoingthatshealsotellsmetosto
pdoingandweexistinthisfrequencywiredintocircuitboardsandstaringatthesunsetth
roughglassessmokestacksandballoons.
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Air
Jeff Hutchins
When the evening sun cuts through the trees, it’s like the fingers of God
reaching down to greet me, made visible in the lingering smoke of the cooking
fires. The loose canopy of trees and vines that draped over our favorite
swimming hole provided a breathtaking sight every time we would burst forth
from the surface on those hot evenings.
I remember when Mugambi and I were playing. Fighting. Or, at least, pretending
to. He held my head under the water for what felt like forever. I thrashed until
my muscles and chest burned. My eyes snapped open, suddenly afraid. As I
looked up at the surface, I could see the beautiful light caught in the smoke
filtered through the rough surface of the water. It looked like the sky was on fire.
The world enveloped in soothing, flickering flame. I was overcome by the sight. I
became calm again. I smiled and relaxed.
Mugambi frantically pulled me out of the water, afraid he had drowned me. I
told him that I had never been happier in my life. I returned several times to that
spot and submerged myself, looking up at the roiling fire. Forty years have now
passed since then, and though I am happy in many ways for having left Kenya,
on summer evenings, watching my children play in the river behind our
property, I long to return to that spot. Just once.
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Kat Douma, Before, Acrylic on Paper, 30” x 24”
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Lisa Bridle, Synergy, Acrylic on Canvas, 36” x 24”
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Air II
Jeff Hutchins
The density of brass is approximately 8.4 g/cm3. This bathysphere, if correctly
pressurized, can withstand 200 atmospheres. It passed 300 atmospheres twenty
minutes ago. Snakes of bubbles begin to trail upward, hissing their song of
impending doom.
The propulsion unit of a Verne 380 Bathysphere, which happens to be this
particular model, can pull through 3.2 gallons of water per second, its turbine
spinning at a steady 4000 rpm; a water jet. This would have safely kept the
bathysphere above the safe depth, had debris from the research station
explosion not been propelled through the turbine.
The Securi-Tron series is a state of the art surveillance system that has a unique
identity-tracking mechanism. When configured in a multi-camera mesh, it has
the ability to intelligently follow an individual person during footage review. If
the tapes were not destroyed in the fire, a review of First Mate Fitzsimmons’
movements would have shown that between TC027:18:32:14 and TC027:18:34:22
he walked from his cabin to the engine room. At TC027:18:34:22 the review
monitor would have automatically changed perspectives to that of a unit inside
the engine room. It would then show the explosive devices being strapped to
both engines, and then his rapid flight to the bathysphere dock.
A human can survive, without pressurized air, at depths of approximately 200
meters.
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Prologue
Jeff Hutchins
RJ shifts his wings. There’s a strange quality to the wind today. He
instinctively modifies the positioning of his rectrices to aid his steering. Yes,
something was definitely off today. He doesn’t pay it much heed; he’s just a
seagull, and seagulls are not especially renowned for their cognitive skills. As he
flies, microcosms of sand and lush tropical flora, interspersed with human towns
and cities pass beneath him. Surrounding them is water so pure and clear that
he can see a blue tinted impression of the bottom for miles in any direction.
Periodically, a fishing village catches his eye, but the pangs of temptation for an
easy meal pass quickly, and his focus is once again drawn on the large port city
that lies ahead: the crown jewel of commerce, the hub of trade and life amongst
all in the archipelago, Port Cerulean.
His wings shift again, and he begins his descent. He observes a throng of
people on one of the docks, agape at the ship that is moored there. It’s certainly
the largest one-of-those that RJ has ever seen. He thinks it is, anyway: his
memory is good, for a seagull’s, but many would argue that such a statement is
rather meaningless. At the front of the crowd, several court guards in full regalia
are slovenly perched, half-heartedly keeping the masses at bay. A glimmer
among them triggers something meaningful within RJ’s mind. He shifts his
wings again.
~
Nestled into a gently sloping hill, amongst myriad shops and theaters, is
a small stone building. It’s nondescript in most ways, but unique in an important
few: impressively dressed men with equally impressive blades stand all around it,
barred windows line its exterior, from one of those stares the dispirited face of
Andrew Harms. Port Cerulean stretches before him, and he is stricken with the
realization that, until reaching this current contemplative state, he has never
really looked at it before.
The entire island is a dense jungle, and the city hardly displaces it at all. Trees
grow and rivers run into and around buildings. Streets end abruptly at the shore
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and continue out over the water in an elaborate mesh of docks, where yet more
buildings are propped up on yet more elaborate riggings of pontoons and ropes
that keep them mostly dry and mostly erect. To his left, high above him, looking
down upon all the known world, is the High Court: a grandiose palace, wedged
between and built atop rocky outcroppings from a vast waterfall that plunges
down into the edge of the city. Two disparate worlds mashed together in a
seemingly precarious way, and yet, somehow, it works. His vantage point would
be highly sought after, he thinks, were it part of any other building.
“You’ve been starin’ out there all day,” says a gruff voice. Harms turns his head
just far enough to see his cellmate out of the corner of his vision.
“I’m enjoying it while I still can.”
His companion reclined against the wall and put his hands behind his
head, as if he were down below, enjoying the weather on the beach. He made a
lethargic sound and slouched even further. “You’re far too tense, mate.”
“Of course I’m tense, you blithering ass! We’re to be hanged in the
morning! If anything, you’re not tense enough. Look at you! I’d think you were
taking a leisurely week off!” Harms was usually quite composed, but he found
his patience for this man to be deeply eroded.
“Hasn’t happened yet, right? Come have a seat, you’ve been standin’ for
hours.”
Harms grits his teeth and resumes his observational pass of the
archipelago. A lump begins to form in his throat as he comes to realize that this
is the last time he will ever see any of this.
~
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“It’s a right corker this one, innit?”
“In all me days, ain’t seen nothin’ like it. ‘Ey, watch it mate, crowd’s
pushin’ up.”
The squattier of the two guards breaks his transfixed gape to check over
his shoulder to confirm that the crowd was, indeed, pushin’ up. This prompts
him to shift his frame by approximately three radians, unroll an ornate
parchment, and bellow: “By decree of Her Highness Caitra Fionóla, none are to
approach within 50 meters of the moorage of The Banshee Queen under any
circumstance, under penalty of fine and imprisonment!”
The rabble murmurs in general disapproval of this reproach, but gradually
retreats to their initial position along the thoroughfare boardwalk. Satisfied by
this, the squattier returns to his original task of doing precisely what the crowd
was trying to do: stare in amazement at the massive hull of The Banshee Queen.
“I hear they’re aimin’ to take her through the Gale,” the lankier says quietly to
the squattier.
The squattier’s face performs a dramatic shift from amazement to a
combination of skepticism and nervousness. “Ain’t what I heard. Who told you
that?”
“Pal o’ mine knows one o’ the assistants at the Society of Nautical Arts.
Had a few too many the other night and told me about it. They’re gonna get
through the Gale and they’re gonna find what’s outside.”
“That’s crazy. Ain’t nothin’ outside the Gale.”
“He was sayin’ somethin’ about a ‘Telescopick Apparatus’,” he said in a
mockingly affected way, “and somethin’ bout seein’… well basically it were a star,
but it weren’t quite a star, if ye take my meaning. Like it was made outta land or
something. And it were big, n’ round! And they’re thinkin’, maybe it stands to
reason we’re on one o’ them too, and we just can’t see past the Gale to find
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out.”
The squattier affected a look of righteous indignation. “Listen mate, I
known you a good long while now. So let me give you a piece o’ advice. I
wouldn’t go ‘round sayin’ things like that to anyone else, even if you trust ‘em.
Gonna think you’re off your nut, they are. Wouldn’t want your friend to get
sacked fer castin’ the Nauticals in a bad light, utterin’ absurdities like that.”
“I dunno, I’m just sayin’, it’s awful big to be a merchant vessel,” the lankier
gestures up the length of the thoroughfare at the other, more reasonably sized
ships that line it.
“Aye, I don’t know what it be for either, but it surely ain’t that.”
A white streak fills the lankier’s vision. A dull pain reverberates through
his chest. Horrible screeching fills his ears. All is chaos for a brief moment, and
then he feels the warmth and hardness of the wood as his back is crushed
against it with considerable force. And then, as quickly as it began, everything is
once again calm. The first thing he’s aware of is the wind whistling over him as
he props himself up on his elbows. Next, he hears the creaking of wood, then
the gentle sloshing of water. He sees his compatriot, extending an arm to help
him up. He hears a muffled roar in the background that slowly rises. He
gradually realizes that it’s laughter. Oh, right, the crowd! The crowd must be
laughing. Why is the crowd laughing?
“Looks like he didn’t like you very much, mate!” the squatty one laughed
as he hoisted the lankier to his feet.“What—what happened?”
“You just lost a fight with a gull.”
The crowd cheers and applauds. This is almost as good as the ship.
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An Affair
Srdjan Jovic
I live in the asylum of everyday life
But I am fine,
I hold the key that allows me out.
But is stuck on my back,
Where it is out of my reach
I sleep in the cold room of mundane
And spend my time on the chest of boredom.
She is my mistress.
The light peeks through the window
And imprints vertical lines on the floor
They are disrupted by the rhythmic darkness
We share a room and a bunk
She sleeps on the top and on her side
The lights go out every single night
I have lost my sense of time,
In this river of tears and grief.
I lie in my bed, not alone,
I know that she is there.
She follows me around.
It’s not boredom,
Because she is on top and asleep.
She is my cover from the other.
I wait for her to fall asleep.
I wait for her to disappear
I wait knowing that she won’t
The morning will rise soon
And her face will show itself.
Death hangs around my room
She lies next to me as a silent reminder
A constant and persistent reminder
She took the treasure and
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Left only the chest with the webs
She only leaves glimpses behind
We call them memories
And yet we hang onto them
As if they were a physical form
We live them out in our minds
Replaying and reminding ourselves
We only think we can leave
We only think we are in control
She put the cross-figured key on my back
To play around with me
I am her entertainment
Because Death is lonely, too.
She is constantly in the shadows
I wonder what she looks like
I wonder how she feels against my skin.
I wonder when we will meet.
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Tea and Biscuits with Time
Srdjan Jovic
From time to time
I get together with Time
For a cup of tea and biscuits.
My scars are not tended to
The band-aid keeps falling off
It does not cover the atrocity
The wound penetrates my vision
Time does not notice the pain
Time keeps enjoying his tea
The tea bags are all over the table
The biscuit crumbs all over the floor
The wound keeps growing
It keeps digging deeper
The wound sits on the edge of my knee
And rests comfortable like a pest.
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The Beauty of His Mind
Kristin Faith Kelly
I thought it was the beauty of his mind I loved. But as his mind began to fail
him, my love did not. When his thoughts were no longer passionate and
cunning, when his words no longer demanded my reverence or captivated me,
my love did not diminish. When his sight no longer allowed him to feed the
craving of his mind and nothing he spoke revealed to me his genius, my love
endured just the same. I know it was not the shell of this man that made me
love him, even that is indistinguishable this morning. I did not love him for what
he could provide for me. I never needed his shelter. But today I question what I
loved that made my undying love for him persist to the end of his days. When
his mind was gone from him. What did I love from the beginning that held me
to the end?
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Whatever
Gray Kochhar-Lindgren
What—
Ever
—is
opens space,
opens the line to the blankness of the line:
reminds us of a drowsy
breakfast, of coffee in the morning: of
the lines in which women
and politics weave a scene
we can’t tune out:
the space that frees us from the lock-up
of the naked law,
that quiets the harsh snarl
of our thought-crimes
until they curl like sated cats
on the stairs of our heart,
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and, for no good reason,
extends the time
for whatever is
to come:
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Paper Wait
Craig Krohn
One year on October 7
A paper anniversary.
I know now why they call it such.
Money is paper, a deed to a house is paper.
Credit card receipts are also paper.
A paper life.
So fragile.
It could be consumed by fire in an instant.
Or it could remain, unchanged
An old photograph for years to come.
Waiting for a check to clear.
The weight of a mortgage.
Toiled paper.
Recycled paper.
The weight of words on paper.
The wait of paper.
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eugnot
Emily Lee
aahhfftt...
Top sucking
the heavenly softness
Drip
Juicy
The headlands
touching
dancing with,
sampling,
the uncut pages
Squeeeze!
this bud
from the wetlands
Burnt
So all things
zoom by
Nothing
but
an
INVALID
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Facets of Me
Emily Lee
enigma caddy stores
mnemonic memories muses mull
indifferent to the sloshiness when rain gets in her shoes
lovingly lying lie still
yakisoba mix cannot pick out pieces tangled
stupid
cunt
harshword face
equipage overflowing no one needs this!
meekness
idiosyncractic per Stewart
Leper
yuppie
Moral highroader taker
Injustices not taken lightly
—
Kraal pastime birthplace indigenous to a rhyme
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Youthful use
Undulating progression
Nothing quite so
Gravy

Leverage in the middle called neither first nor last
Emery on occasion
Effects eventually humorous
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al Qalam, the Pen
Safaa Lewis
Before I am, I was,
Now I am, and I am yet to be.
Written long ago
the pen set aside
the ink dry.
Mud created from mud
I have thought and breath.
The unfolding of my life
I discover it as new,
But it was always known by Allah.
The ink is dry.
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Jeff Morgenroth
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Sentries
Jeff Morgenroth
It was early—seven a.m. or thereabouts—when I arrived, sleepy-eyed and
shoulders slack even before they day had begun. I took my usual parking spot
near the front doors, making a wide arc through the empty lot simply for the
sake of doing so. Yellow lines are much more fun when one ignores them. I
could hear something through the car window, indistinct in my weariness. It
stopped when I exited and began walking, into the long shadow the building’s
broad façade and over the scattered garbage from the night before. Not until I
was in the middle of the road did I notice them—a hundred of them: a horde of
crows loitering ominously across every nook, cranny, protrusion and ledge in
sight; lining the building and meager landscape with black feathers eerily still. I
stopped for a brief moment, feeling countless avian eyes following my every
move and a palpable sense of intrusion; but what I was most impressed by was
the horrible silence I punctuated with each soft footfall. I looked up and saw
beaked faces glaring down on me with emotionless patience. It suddenly
became a very long walk. A whispering flutter of wings from behind snapped
my muscles into tension, but I dared not move my glance from the eaves and
their countless black-cloaked shapes. I reached the curb, disturbing a bird that
was pecking at stale popcorn in the cracks of the sidewalk. We both stopped,
met gazes. I took a single side-step away and it did the same, as if by some
mutual agreement a duel had been called off. I watched its waddling gait
become something exact and purposeful; its bobbing head no longer quaint but
a stabbing warning of what it and its hundred allies still watching in silence
could do should they decide to no longer tolerate my intrusion. Feeling more
secure with the awning over my head, I swiftly inserted my key into the heavy
door, the nervous clinking set against the noise of more soft whispers
descending to the sidewalk. The door opened. I entered, and through the glass
I heard the lot shattered by savage cawing.
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Wishing Nox
Sandra Penney
It’s always the same time in the snuckling dark
If a candle flicked on paint walls, would be better
To count, not numbers dressed in wool, but wax drips
The bellows beside me fill, keeping time in organic clock
Ticks and creaks, the hours my eyes are dust and roll like marbles
Cross plains stupid with past, and there is no rest, no sweeter
Roll down into, I so want it to, come down a wave
Drown them, beach me, show me favor
Listen to the absence of silence, here
And the red glow, which signals dawn, or fire
In other rooms, here signals neither
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Exquisite Corpse Experiment
Poetry Workshop, Winter 2009
Finding yourself in a hole, at the bottom of a hole in almost total solitude, and
discovering that only writing can save you
At the bottom of the hole you can
See nothing but thoughts in your mind
When light shines down, and falls on your face, all thoughts turn to salvation
And dreams are gilded with cherub wings, floating like fat little dolls
Hand sewn and re-sewn, fingers together, blank stare
One hand was missing, the cloth is falling off
His shoulder bare, and solid held up the wood
As he reached with his hammer to knock out the last of the dry wall
He knocked over his newly replenished glass of sweat tea
Like a waterfall, it glided over the table
Onto the floor as it shatters
A tear is shed for all that is lost
Memories become reality and grief becomes life
Remembering only the few good moments
Of a forgotten, empty, subhuman existence
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Forever, after
Crystal Sackman
How should I feel?
Now.
Knowing the future is
Knowing cause and reason
The cause of my hesitation
is the reason I write.
What will be and when, the end
Lingers, stares me straight in the eye
With a side glance over shoulder.
Will not turn, does not move
Will not leave.
What you thought you had
Does not add up on the tab,
a billed carbon-copy slipped under your door.
White for the vendor, pink for the client,
Yellow for the records.
I’m checking my records, reports, and summaries.
All my copies of times past,
and this eager emptiness for more.
Which will go unfilled,
it seems.
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Wispy thoughts float, meandering
Unattached in my mind.
Unable to stick to subsurface
And emerge full-grown
Through my rapid succession of love and devotion.
Devoted to those thoughts
which now flurry, finding fleeting
focus in front of my eyes.
The moments pass rapidly
at a pace I can’t hold,
And I must surrender these sweet thoughts,
As they slip faster and faster
from my grasp and control.
Sucked into a vacuum,
a line I can’t cross.
I still hear the sweet echoes,
The ringing in my ears
Which hasn’t stopped
since first She left us,
And has grown on crescendo
as more have passed.
This moment the love pulses,
Seeping, weeping
Resting heavy, heavier the next.
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When do I let go?
Now?
Now?
Now?
Must I release all into the world,
or can I hold on
a little longer?
In this moment of hesitation,
I wonder,
If you, could you
remember
when we
didn’t have to
remember?
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With You
Crystal Sackman
A voice echoes
in rippling rings
across the universe
Frozen in silence
the voice is lost within reach,
absorbed in the vastness of space.
Lack of oxygen is not lack of meaning,
feeling, in this moment.
Infinite space condensed
in molecular beauty
a depth of which I cannot touch,
but I can feel.
It fills every molecule of thought,
reason, being, existence.
My heart is a universe,
my heart is infinite
For my love reaches further than body.
I know eternity with every breath, step, kiss.
These hands make moons and stars,
these hands create life, the pulse between palms
creates fiery explosion
that rivals the Sun.
Silence drapes heavily about us,
a darkness speckled with light.
I fear not the depth of unknowing
for I am warm inside my thoughts.
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My Love is a Zombie Flick
Ryan Sackman
We cuddled close on the fourth of July
Watching a zombie movie
The sound of explosions never ending in the background
Pretending the world was coming to an end all around us
All you have to do
Is e x t e n d your suspension of disbelief
It’s actually pretty fucking scary
It made me love her even more
When she clutches my arm in fear
She needs me to protect her
From the collapsing world all around us
And I’m more than happy to oblige.
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Lisa Bridle, Opposition, Acrylic on Canvas, 36” x 24”
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Emily Lee, Bird of Paradise, Watercolor on Paper, 11” x 14”
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Ode to an Atomic Bomb
Ryan Sackman
Apocalyptic consumer wasteland,
Devastated pile of crushed aluminum, concrete and steel
Party-going trumpeters ring in the new-year
with
bright flashes of the end of the end of the world,
Jagged shards of that which is,
And that which was,
Endless piles of shopping carts, all twisted heaps of welded wires and little spiny
wheels,
Honey bees we were
All wrapped up in our infinite consumption
Too narrow minded to watch it all implode on us,
Like the last dying breath of a star going super nova.
Our world will eat us like so many ants.
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Quiet Still
Ryan Sackman
Silently soaring above
On wings of darkness
A raven’s ominous stare
Circling slowly in the wind
A warm breeze
Caresses gently
Goosebumped skin
Bright city lights fill the corner of my vision
But only darkness surrounds
A last gasp for air
Vision starts to blur
As I lay dying
On a cold concrete mattress
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We Wish We Spoke Czech: Part 1
Selena Salihovic
I have this friend who is obsessed with everyone else’s culture. The one
thing he wishes he could change about himself is that he really wants to be an
African-American man or a man from a country where Buddhism is like
Christianity to Americans; expected. There isn’t any particular reason except that
being African-American or Buddhist but from elsewhere would provide a
different experience. You know, those “experiences” that we search for in life?
He was always looking for those.
I guess we were both looking, particularly to Kerouac, a demi-god, but for
different reasons. I loved him because he strung together words beautifully, like
popcorn on a string around a 6 year olds neck. He loved him because he tried to
further his “experience.” Kerouac tried to open his third eye. I actually always
thought that he faked reading the books because it was mostly Cassady, I think,
that couldn’t live without having those higher experiences.
When we got to know each other, I found out that he had a ton of
nicknames for himself, ones that ended with “-demus,” “-olas” and “-achka.” So
he wasn’t Nikolas any longer. He added “achka” to my name and I sounded even
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more foreign. He held my hand once and referred to me with the “achka”
ending, and it brought the sweetest smile to his face. Now I was Russian. Like
Nabokov, yet another man we both looked up to.
Much like Nabokov, Nikolas spoke perfect English, though only Nabokov
exercised this intelligence. I remember his fucked up words ala William
Burroughs. Who I love and don’t mean to insult by the comparison. Nikolas
never did anything correctly because that isn’t how a person who had these
“experiences” did things. What happened, you see, was that you re-invented the
language and this itself was an experience. Foreigners like me had no problem
with this. I can’t pronounce “disheveled” properly. He tried to say it like I did –
dis-shelved – like off of a shelf.
Nikolas told me that it was punk-rock to make it your own – and to spice
up your language and your experience. I never really liked punk-rock but he said
it would save me.
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Then again, he told me once, that aside from his hippie mother, I was the
only person he would ever trip on acid with. But the truth was that he mostly
smoked weed with everyone but me.
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We Wish We Spoke Czech: Part II
Selena Salihovic
I was in Louisiana, passing the richly green country sides so quickly that
everything blurred together. My vision was tunneling without the drugs.
It felt like I was watching someone else drive this piece-of-shit car across
these country roads. Finally, I came out of my drug-less stupor in Texas, though I
have no recollection of how long it took me to get there. Realistically, I know
that it took hours and that I hadn’t slept a wink in that time. I felt my eyelids
getting heavy, getting revenge on me for not letting them close for so long. I
remember driving through Texas on US Highway 90, trying to think of positive
things about the dreary landscape. It was dry and scorching hot and I
remembered no birds in the sky or critters on the ground. It was the lonesome
state and it was ironic that I found myself there, lonesome. My mind wandered
as I exited Highway 90, heading south, just in time to see the Big Bend National
Park. I pressed my foot on the gas pedal and focused my eyes on the park. My
car, alone on this deserted road, aching to stop and rest, as though it had
feelings of its own, kept steadily increasing its speed. I turned abruptly, my car
screeching noisily, into the park and parked my car crookedly, taking up two
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parking spaces. I got out of the car with a cigarette already lit and hanging from
my mouth. I surveyed the area and inhaled deeply. I inhaled self-pity with my
nicotine, feeling like I was living through a bad Western. I imagined writing a
novel and taking many drugs while doing so. I got back into my car and drove
further south, thinking about the names the characters in the novel would have.
Plotting my tell-all, I barely noticed the passing time or distance spanned. Then I
was at the Texas-Mexico border.
The man at the border had an unhappy face, coated with dried sweat.
That’s how you know you’re in Mexico, Neal said to me once. He asked me for
some papers and some paper. I reached over to the passenger’s seat for my
papers, my back making a ripping sound as it parted from the seat. I held out
the loose dollars that I had and my legal paperwork. He took the money and
gestured with his hand, saying something in Spanish.
I drove into Mexico and thought about Neal. I’d never entered this
country without his boisterous laughter reverberating through the car and my
mind. Instead, a body in a wooden box was on the other side. Sadly it is the
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body of a beautiful woman whose womb gave birth and whose arms wrapped
themselves lovingly around her killer.
I drove down the beaten paths, passed strange buildings and the even
stranger folk that inhabited them. Nobody had a friendly face to show me this
time around. No hookers tried to take my money, nobody wanted to offer me
any good weed. I don’t even know that they noticed my broken car on the road.
I tried hard to remember the directions that were given to me, after how
many miles I was supposed to turn, which house was supposed to indicate that I
was close. I could barely see anything from the shining sun and the dust my
wheels kicked back up at me. I felt myself becoming the border guard with a
dried sweaty face who had no choice but to do his job.
I drove around to where I thought I was supposed to be and ended up on
a long muddy road, with only one house in sight. This was either it or it wasn’t; I
felt like I was in a haze. I stepped on the gas pedal and turned my wipers on to
rid my windshield of the dirt and dust. I pulled up to the house and parked my
car, my head turning all around, looking around for a familiar face. I got out of
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the car, having seen no one and figured the hell with it. I walked up to the door,
knocked and beat my fist on it without arousing any interest. Up close it didn’t
look nearly as glamorous as it did from far away. The paint was chipped and the
windows even had cracks in them. I walked around to the back of the house,
looking at the cracked unearthed foundation of the house. Feeling defeated, I
walked toward the woods, wanting some escape, some release. I slowed at the
sounds of dirt being thrown, fully alert. Did I miss the funeral? I walked carefully,
expecting to see familiar faces with their hands crossed in front of them, wearing
black lace over their faces and suits over their bodies, their shoes brown from
the mud.
I spotted a black man covered in dirt, shoveling out a rather small looking
hole in the ground. I carefully took three steps towards him, and asked him if
everything was alright. He looked up at me and dropped his shovel to the
ground. He only said “No.”
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Extensive Firmware Interface
Dustin Sewell
Eight bits in a byte. Mega, giga, million, billion more
or less. Data streams rush from memory pools transferring
buses. Redundant array of disks protecting
data. Future streams for future generations of
hard-soft-freeware. Outsourced resources of opensource
have the will but not the way. Call centers multicentric Colorado Springs, India – please
do the needful.
First Person Shooter, FPS – living in a world of Three Letter
Acronyms, playing different versions of the same name
game. Living the game is the youth
agenda of the day. MMOG – Massively Multiplayer Online Game. TLA is yesterday. Four Letter
Acronyms are the TLA of today.
Internet, ethernet, intranet, the World Wide Web
collects the flies fit for consumption
while the spiders muse
in ones and zeros.
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Passing By
Leah Sheppard
We were only passing by,
I and the others,
visiting, as we often do,
those places we held dear –
Paul, as always,
meandered along the back alleys and dark streets
he had inhabited
when he was still alive,
shedding a maudlin tear
or two
for the aspiring poet
who had met such an untimely death
in a duel
for love, he always claimed,
though Paul romanticized his life
after it was over
just as he had…well…in life –
And Steffan,
as was his wont,
swirled vindictively
about the bell tower
he had so unfortunately been propelled from
(by a jealous brother,
so I’ve been told),
futilely swimming through the walls
which proved
so unhappily tall
some four hundred years ago;
a long time, indeed,
to hold a grudge,
but the dead have long memories.
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In fact, that is all we have:
memories,
but that is neither here nor there.
There were others, too,
some old, some new,
all of us
reminiscing
in the golden evening hours –
there are some
who prefer
to visit
at night, or in the midst of
deluges or dreadful storms,
but I don’t tend
to mix with their lot much –
for my set,
it is always
soft days
and gentle evensong,
etc.
It’s the artist in each of us, I suppose.
But I digress.
We were merely passing through,
on our way
from somewhere
to nowhere
and I, like the rest,
was busily engaged in the business
of walking down memory lane –
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except that we float rather than walk,
but that is merely a technicality –
and was settling comfortably
in the sweet summer air
above the courtyard
of some forgotten café –
the forgotten and the old,
we find them so comforting;
so like us –
the hinges of the shutters
and the door
sagged, I remember,
and the naked umbrella poles
tilted unhappily
in the cracked and peeling tables,
and I had just begun humming tunelessly
and soundlessly
when she walked by.
Now I must admit
that I was somewhat surprised,
enough so that I put my head back on –
it fits so nicely in the crook of my arm,
I rarely bother
with the whole neck business –
but surprise will do that to you.
You see,
while we find
humans and their
running about
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quite entertaining to watch,
they cannot see us at all.
But she did.
I would imagine
that encountering one of us
would rather shock
the most hardy soul,
but she seemed quite delighted.
She dimpled sweetly, I recall.
“Why sir!” she exclaimed,
“I’ve been looking for you!
Although I didn’t know it would be you,
I mean,
I was just looking
for some poor condemned spirit
to put to rest,
you see,
don’t you?”
I admitted that I did not,
in fact,
see.
“Oh sir,
you see,
I have always wanted
to do something
for someone,
to do the best for them,
but I never knew what,
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or for whom,
til I decided
that putting some poor tormented soul –
a ghost, sir, if you’ll allow me to say so –
to rest
would surely be the best sort of kindness,
so you see, sir,
I’ve been looking
for one.
And sir,
I’ve found you!”
Once, centuries ago,
I would have rejoiced
and let myself
be put to rest,
as she said,
gladly indeed.
But now,
now I’ve been here
in this limbo
too long.
I disappointed her,
I’m afraid;
I floated away
without responding,
or even discovering
how exactly she meant to go about
her mission –
shocking manners,
I’ll admit –
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but truth be told,
I wouldn’t have known what to say.
That being
a poor tormented soul grows on you?
That one becomes accustomed
to the loneliness,
and that the heartache
becomes a habit?
She wouldn’t have understood.
One becomes
stuck in a rut, I suppose,
and being damned
to an eternity of wandering
has its perks –
flying
and swimming through walls
and invisibility
can be quite diverting.
I wonder, sometimes,
what would have happened
if I had stayed;
but I’ll allow
that the wondering is idle.
Peace and happiness
could have been mine,
but I prefer
the old, the familiar.
It’s so much more comforting
than being saved.
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Chalice
Aaron Shurin
Found a trophy in the distant dumb luck — me, the dowager of chance! A sheep
in self’s clothing, I threw a cone of silence over my desk and parceled out the
hash: dream timber, tales of subsistence, true-believer clothing. I filled the
groaning catapult and fired to horizon, a big pairing of what and whatever. In a
rain of particulars walls settled against windows — sanctuary fence-posts —
reliquary doorjambs — and me slouched in the armchair reading with the radio
on. The back stairs turn toward the attic in a flush of oak; something pulled the
hidden lever on my cross and made a wheel. Lazily I stroke my stash. Supine
giant, somnolent nest: I bury my face in your smoldering lap… my smoldering
face in your lap…
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Morphine
Ashley Mae Stapleton
Vast and void
Lost in chaos
Dropping out of your mind
And rapidly into madness
You gasp and grab
For one last surge of emotion
Then you’re descending into the abyss
Your body will surely remember
But your soul remains at last
As you slip into the sweet embrace
(RIP Morpheus)
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Zen Moments
Adrienne Tasansanta
Sometimes when I get to the gym early in the morning there is nobody in the
pool.
It’s nice when that happens. The water is calm, the surface is glassy, its just
beautiful. As I slide into the pool the water ripples away from me, disappearing
into the stillness on the other side. This is my favorite time in the pool, a zen
moment filled with nothing except quiet and solitude. In this moment of
tranquility I am at peace.
I push off the wall, feeling the comforting strength of my body against the force
of the water, the caress of the waves against my shoulders, my hands, my face.
These tactile sensations are magic, a gift that allows me to embrace waking up
this early.
And then reality sets in. Today is hard, and not for any reason except I just don't
want to do it. I push myself through each lap, ignoring that I feel heavy in the
pool. Heavy and clumsy. I'm not a fish, I'm an anchor, and it seems silly to spend
my time pretending that I am anything close to a fish.
But I force myself, lap after lap, until I am finished. As I draw to the end of my
final lap I glance around and notice that I am no longer alone. Others have
joined me, swimming in their own lanes, searching for their own early morning
zen moments. We all know I was the lucky one this morning, the only one able
to create individual waves in a still pond.
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Blue Possibilities in Portrait of Gertrude Stein
Barbara A. Thomas
Hands under thighs
loose legs, head hangs below
the Woman With Crossed Arms, you
rummage around your decades
constructing Matisse
portraits pushing the mind of poet.
My restless bird
scooped into sight
you are too strange.
At 27 Rue de Fleur
sits genius under

Woman With Crossed Arms, your
blue chiaroscuro contrasts
impressed sacred omissions
Why are you woman?
crying bluely
saturated despair.
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Kat Douma, After, Acrylic on Paper, 30” x 24”
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Ellen Bartlett, Sparaxis Flowers, Wood Carving painted with
Watercolor, 8¾” x 3¾” x 1½”
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For Becca
Barbara A. Thomas
“A life I didn’t choose
Chose me.”
A. Rich 1961

This marriage is flying apart all over us.
The curtains are slipping slowly off their rods,
the bananas are rotting like brown hearts in the kitchen
and Nina Simone is pleading us to wake
from our lonely bedroom at the top of the stairs.
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“Lingering Lesbian Bed Death Hiatus”
Barbara A. Thomas
Often times the title is the most difficult to identify
with the likes of the stealthiest sly moving dyke.
Especially when one is developing her
finely tuned, often assumed, baby dyke style groom.
“Do try to avoid the lesbian bed death” – the Gold
Star of the long snowy winter nights warns.
The pitiful pink-lipped femme-hiding butch
asserts her assurance – purrs eternal desire
and shifts the great U Haul to park.
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Freedom’s Outline
Karen Tissot
When I was small
a bird fell down the chimney
and became trapped
in our wood stove
desperate chirping
seemed to come from nowhere
like seeing stars
that aren’t really there
after standing up too fast
but we found the source
and swung open
freedom’s cast-iron doors
and caught a glimpse
of his black sooty body
as he came bolting
out of the darkness
recklessly daring
up and down, left and right
flying into the window
When I was small
a bird was pronounced dead
in the middle of
our living room
mom holding him and
holding me as I cried
until tiny wings moved
ever so slightly and
we walked together
slowly, outside and
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watched him fly away
following his path
with tear eyes
until he vanished
over the rooftop
When I was small
I helped my mother
clean the soot
off the walls, the floor
and everywhere his wings
had taken him
never completely
erasing his trail
a faint outline
of wings and
a tiny body somehow
has stayed preserved
on the glass we thought
had taken his life
and there his memory
has stayed
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Key Set
Joli Valentino
If you are in the middle of the white key set, you are probably near Middle C,
which
Is the middle point of the keyboard. You might be playing random notes which
could
Sound like music to some. You are playing. Go by the sound of the notes that
sound well
Together.
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An Inkling Hope
Zahhar
for years he hoisted heavy pails
along a stony little path where
scrub oaks crowd and brambles tug
at every inch of skin and cloth to
where an inkling hope took root
amid an undergrowth of doubt
for years he struggled up this path
to quench those lightly hidden roots
clearing weeds that else would choke
the life from every oval leaf
until devoid of nutrient his
budding purpose dried away
for years he watched the sapling rise
branching slowly toward the skies
growing broader week by month
dreaming deep through rock and soil
until at last she drank the waters
pressed beneath the sleeping earth
until at last she blossomed forth
throughout her overarching crown
pastel blooms of every kind
a potpourri of fragrant hues
that drew the pollinating bee
from fields two dozen miles off
he watched the flowers go to seeds
swelling in their quiet hearts
into a myriad of shapes
poignant fruit of every kind
from grapes to berries pears to figs
hanging to the topmost twig
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he saw and marveled at the sight
and half afraid he merely dreamed
this miracle of cultivation
stood beneath a low-hung bough
reached and plucked one ripe idea
and nursed the tangs of inspiration
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Origami
Zahhar
like rice paper
delicate and strong
i'll only yield to the touch
of true compassion
if you need me to be
the image in your mind
i'll resist and tear
into shapeless loss
and if you're uncertain
you'll crease my will
in vain and leave behind
a crumpled ball
but if you seek potential
fold with knowing care
your fingertips may form
a floating white crane
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Kaia Modeen, Fairy Tale, Color Pencil and Paper, 12” x 9”
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Lucy Smith, Iris, Messenger of the Gods, Graphite on Paper, 18” x 15”
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Solitude
Zahhar
I
In the first still dusk as
a bamboo reed rang out its song
across the stony creek bed where
dry waters purled and pooled and
disappeared from sight
up Douglas slopes through branch and
pointed leaf to lave perhaps against
far up ridge tops
she skirted round the camp
in perfect invisible silence
and only a sensation of presence
revealed her nearness
In the night when sleep
peeled back for a moment to show
through the outline of long slender boughs
the purity of moonless stars
somewhere in the darkness hummed
those same refrains
II
In the morning nothing
came but the call of a slight breeze
the whiz of curious bees
the patter of miniature feet
All day brushed slender blades of grass
eager scrub oaks prickly young pines and
random thorny twigs
but no sign of her
no sense no brush
Yet again in the campfire dark when
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bamboo melodies called from the edge
of a long steep bank that slid into shadow
down to the tickle of autumn waters
in the bouldered bed of the Eel
at the brink of the campfire glow
her silhouette flickered about but seen
from the farthest corners of vision
dancing naked and black like a thought
balanced on the edge of mind
All throughout the steady breath of night
pinecones dropped to the leafy ground
nearby chipmunks peeped their fretful dreams
and insects rustled through fallen leaves
while eyes unmanifest studied
the softly breathing tent
III
First light brought the faintest hint
of smoke from fires far away
Something stirred behind the veil of
tall thin trunks enclosed against the view
movement felt like whispers in the soul
The long day walked beneath
the giant shade of leaning trees
by bits of sky reflected in the still
brown waters of a stump-hole spring
along the curve of ridge-tops
cradled in the haze
of smoke filled valleys
And ever just beyond the reach of sight
a small rock shifts and tumbles off
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a lone branch rickles on the pine
a motion stirs the thick-leaved underbrush
In the shade of failing light
by a broad and rocky bed
where the Upper Eel collects in autumn pools
a tiny fire challenged back the dusk
Here bansuri strains again
rose to fill the channel's course
resounding up through ponderosa slopes
to wash within the storied weave
of tributary canyons
ridged against the stars
Her shadow moved evading sight
yet brushing close within the dark
stepping to the rise and fall
of wide emotions lifted through the night
joy and grief melodious delight
IV
Soft gray light dissolved resurgent dreams
of footfall whispers breath and glance which
lingered on to greet the brimming sun
beams sent phasing through the haze
long-ways down the empty stream
and lingered still up a slope-bound canyon path
through shifting shale and shaggy shrub
along the rolling ridge again
through phantom stands of furrowed bark
rising dark and gray against the sky
and lingered still up steep and scaly climbs
by smooth red manzanita limbs
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stretched across the winding trail
by outcrops where the vision swoops
down shadowed valleys over distant peaks
And all the while
something moved some steps behind
keeping stride though never seen
a calm sensation just behind the ear
that cooled the beads of early autumn heat
On the side of a shaly slope
by the base of a tall red cedar
fingers played the dimming sun
suspended in far layered folds of smoke
She stood nearby like a cypress in the breeze
swaying unseen to melodies
that laid the orange orb to rest
relaxed the groggy grip of day
and summoned constellations
from the stillness of the depths
V
Daylight woke to life the vibrant hues
of arborvitae giants gathered
in a loose-knit fairy ring
attending birdsong smoke the ring of stones
cooling in their midst
Yellow jackets came to ascertain
the meaning of each minor change
Blue jays sprang from limb to limb
watching every motion played
beneath their blue-black feet
Chipmunks scrattled facing up then down
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making timid speculations on
what might be left behind
She loitered like a vapor
as the tent was broken down
as water boiled over stainless flame
as sleeping bag and ground roll
were fitted into place
as pack and frame retook once more
the weight of exploration
and all was as it was before except
one faint disturbance fading from the grass
She followed like the faintest wind
beneath the swaying arms of hilltop trees
along a trail of vistas
shaken out in shades of green
down to hallowed halls perfumed with
silence cast through sugar pine and fir
by emerald meadows
each blade of grass filled bright
with drops of sun
Pebbled water soothed the skin
while all around the glimmer
of sapphire amethyst topaz ruby
danced above the Eel into the sky
and all throughout the contoured watercourse
She stayed near
as one last fire flared to light
as darkness crept into the woods
as halflight haloed the west horizon
as shadows flickered to life
on the bank across the river
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as flute-tones rose once more
to permeate each living thing with song
She settled like a mist
on sere tufts of grass
and reached to touch the magic source
of all the sounds that stirred the recent nights
Fingers paused
a moment on the wood
eyes studied darkness gazing far
through a fog of feelings undefined
a long sigh trembled to harmonic stars
then played again the woodwind strains
serenades to solitude
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Kat Douma, Woman with Water, Graphite on Paper, 18” x 24”
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Contributors
Mary Adams is a Bay Area Native, spent five years on the Navajo Indian
Reservation in New Mexico, and is the proud parent of her Eagle Scout son, Kyle.
She loves writing and performance art. Mary wants to travel the world, starting
with Southeast Asia this summer. She has two kitties that she loves very much,
and is growing her own vegetable garden to reduce her carbon footprint! Mary
is finishing her junior year here at UW Bothell, and is excited to graduate next
year.
Ellen Adria Bartlett is a senior at UW Bothell studying Community Psychology.
She gives thanks to her Grandfather VJS for the inspiration to pursue the art of
carving and painting. Poetry is the expression of thought and emotion and is
enhanced by limiting the words on the page. Much love to Emily Dickinson and
Ed Bartlett.
Michael Wayne Shelton Berdan is a 20-year-old political science major born
and raised in Redmond. He proudly drives the greatest car ever built (his 1969
Volkswagen Beetle). He hardly ever writes, but apparently is spectacular at it. He
loves to fight crime, and many tales are told of his exploits spanning three
countries on two continents. He is planning on going to law school, and being a
lawyer for a corporation as giant, intimidating, and successful as he is. Stay
tuned for more achingly beautiful works of staggering genius from him in the
future.
Lisa Bridle started painting a couple years ago after she took a class at
Edmonds Community College and considers art a language; it is her desire to
someday work in a field where she can help others find their own voice. She
recently changed her height on her driver’s license instead of her weight. She is
easily distracted by birds and collects rocks and pre-1950 children's books.
Rose Morrow Brown is a senior at UW Bothell. Her major is Interdisciplinary
Arts and Sciences under the Culture, Literature and Arts option. She has been
passionate about writing throughout her life, and plans to continue the
development of her skills as the years progress. Rose loves to travel and learn
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about different cultures. Last summer she had the opportunity to study Creative
Writing in Rome. This experience had a great impact on her writing. During the
five-week-long program, the group of ink-stained writer-adventurers visited
many monuments and aesthetically pleasing sites at which they were given
pitches for the development of their poems. One such place was the KeatsShelly House. It was a painting of Shelly’s cremation on the wall of Keats’s house
which inspired Rose.
Laynie Browne is the author of seven collections of poetry and one novel. Her
most recent publications include The Scented Fox, (Wave Books 2007), Daily
Sonnets (Counterpath Books, 2007) and Drawing of a Swan Before Memory,
(University of Georgia Press, 2005). Two collections are forthcoming: Roseate,
Points of Gold, from Dusie Books and The Desires of Letters, from Counterpath.
She currently teaches at the Poetry Center at the University of Arizona, where
she is developing a new poetry-in-the-schools program for K-5 schools.
Warren W. Buck’s love of art matches his love of physics. Buck, a Ph.D.
physicist, is full professor in the Science and Technology Program at UW Bothell.
He also holds an adjunct professorship in physics at UW Seattle. His Ph.D. in
theoretical high energy nuclear physics is from the College of William and Mary
in 1976. He received the B.S. degree in mathematics from Morgan State
University in 1968. As a Fellow of the American Physical Society, he is published
widely in physics. From 1980 through 1983, he made a living selling his
watercolors while sailing between Martha’s Vineyard, MA and the Bahamas on
his trimaran sailboat, Shadowfax. His works of art are in many collections; and,
he has presented nationally on the intersections of art and physics. Available for
lectures on the integration of physics and art, he offers a course here at UWB of
a similar title.
With a constant lust for sunshine, Linda Cung has ironically lived in Washington
with her family most of her life. She has found music and writing to be helpful
in discovering the silver lining to anything, though close friends and family also
play a vital role. Linda is a firm believer that anything can happen. Whatever is
waiting, she's ready; plan to be surprised.
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Byron Dill is an IAS student at UW Bothell who will be graduating in the Spring
of 2010. He's an avid Seahawks and Mariners fan who enjoys playing golf and
relaxing in his free time.
Carol Dobyns is a senior at UW Bothell in the IAS-CLA program. Returning to
school after twenty-five years, which in itself was a challenge, she found herself
drawn to ancient women’s history: their oral traditions, sacred space, and how
the images of women have changed over the last ten thousand years. Carol has
always enjoyed drawing and painting and found herself taking art classes nearly
every quarter she was at Shoreline Community College. Under the tutelage of
two amazing Art Professors her enjoyment blossomed into passion as she
struggled to find her visual voice. It has been said that she is like a sponge for
learning. The challenge for her in academia is her need for dialogue as she sees
everything in visual pictures that connect the dots between ancient and modern,
and across cultures. Her question to herself is always “How can I make this
understood in a painting?”
Trevor Dodge is the author of Everyone I Know Lives On Roads and Yellow #10.
He lives and teaches in Portland, OR.
David P. Duckworth grew up in Los Angeles County. He spent twenty four
years in New York City and now resides in San Francisco. His poetry has
appeared in Amethyst 14, Clinton Chronicle 1:9, Gerbil (Third Issue), Our Lives 2:3,
2:4, 3:1, Vice (Vol. 1, Issues 6, 10, 13, and 21), Wings 3:2, WormWood Review 1:2,
and Hell's Kitchen: Slices of Life, edited by Mary Clark (Kissimee, FL: The Public
Press). As an art and cultural historian, his writings have appeared in The
International Review of African American Art 9:4 and the Film and History 2003
CD -ROM Annual. Mr. Duckworth's art was exhibited most recently in
Collaborative Concepts at Saunders Farm (2007 and 2008), in the performance
Detainee at the Lab Gallery of the Roger Smith Hotel, New York (2007), and at
Bluedahlias Gallery and Studios, San Francisco (2008).
Patricia el Koury is an aspiring writer currently residing in Sammamish. She is
honored to have work featured in Clamor. Previous works have appeared in the
2008 award winning edition of Yours Truly. She has recently received acceptance
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for the 2009 issue. In addition to writing, Patricia attends Cascadia Community
College where she is on the President's Honors List, a member of the Creative
Arts Club, and is frequently seen haunting the OLC.
Christie Feola is a senior at UW Bothell majoring in IAS Interdisciplinary Arts as
a precursor to pursuing her Masters Degree in Architecture at the Seattle
campus. She obtained her AutoCAD Certification and Associates Degree from
Columbia Basin College. She is currently working as a professional draftsperson
and has four daughters, ages 13, 12, 9, and 6.
Dinorah Flores-Perez shares her memories through free form poetry. She likes
time travel through memory. She most enjoys writing about time and memories.
Dino also likes to respond to events, music, news and other observations
through poetry. Dino is very interested in "identity," art and community
involvement. Writing and art help her further understand things and stay
connected with the cultures and communities of which she feels she is a part.
Arnie Franke is a UW Bothell alum who spends most of his time pursuing the
dark arts of necromancy and doodling.
Heather Hughes Griffin is currently pursuing her undergraduate degree in
Interdisciplinary Studies (Culture, Literature, and the Arts focus) at UW Bothell.
She enjoys writing poetry, essays, creative non-fiction, and fiction. This is her
first publication. She offers thanks to her family and friends for their feedback
and encouragement, to her UWB professors (especially Anna Maria Hong and
JoLynn Edwards) for their powerful teaching skills and incisive feedback, and to
the fellow writers in her writers’ groups for their words, work, and time. To John
Olson, whose prose poetry in the collection Backscatter inspired her poem
Ascent, a special thanks for his gracious encouragement. Her deepest gratitude
goes to Michael, Ben, Meredith, Arlene, and her parents for their inspiration and
support. Heather lives near the UWB campus with her husband, son, and dog.
Books and laughter abound.
Originally from Brooklyn, Esther Piñiero Hall is an older returning student who
is now a senior. Life-long community work with ethnically and economically
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diverse populations of all ages made the IAS Community Psychology major and
Human Rights minor a perfect fit. Esther’s focus is to continue working toward
improvements in human rights violations and the growing number of people in
poverty here in the U.S.
Shane Hinton just typed his own name fifteen times in a row, expecting
something to happen. He currently works with Chiasmus Press as a Cultural
Reconfiguration Specialist.
Jeff Hutchins is a game developer who writes when he comes up with things
faster than he can make them.
Srdjan Jovic is a senior at UW Bothell and majoring in CLA. He was born in
Bosnia and moved to the United States in 1997. He is planning on getting a
Masters in English in the future.
Kristin Faith Kelly is a senior at UW Bothell. She loves to write but her real
passion is law. She hopes to continue her education at SU Law.
Gray Kochhar-Lindgren teaches in Interdisciplinary Arts and Sciences and
directs the Center for University Studies and Programs at UW Bothell. He is the
author of Narcissus Transformed, Starting Time, and TechnoLogics.
Craig Krohn is a software developer who is also a co-owner and instructor at
North West Martial Arts in downtown Bothell.
Born in Hawaii on the island of O’ahu, Emily Lee came to Washington State just
nine years ago. Finishing up her last year at UW Bothell with a major in Culture,
Literature, and the Arts, Emily will be graduating Spring 2009. She is currently in
the process of applying for her graduate study in the Masters of Art Therapy
program at Antioch University in Seattle. Using Art as a tool, Emily hopes to help
people in Rehabilitation suffering from Substance Abuse and Addiction.
Safaa Lewis is an admirer of the esoteric, enticed by Opera and all things Doily.
Believing that dreams are far too limiting, she swims, gliding through glass
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softer than silk. Resolute in the idea that language consists of few words; relax,
breathe, walk a dog. She delves into the fabric of life, listening to the sea while
sailing across the significance of meaning.
Kaia Modeen is a junior Interdisciplinary Arts major at UW Bothell, who has
been drawing since she was a small child. She has taken a few art classes in high
school and college but is mostly self-taught. Her work reflects the influence of
Asian art and calligraphy, and she has a particular interest in the effects of light
and shading.
against the gray flood
baptized in reason's thrown light
stands Jeff Morgenroth
Sandra Penney lives in the woods with her husband, her dog, and a small mountain
of books. Charmed by language, she is on a lively search for the right word.
Crystal Sackman is a UW Bothell Alumni. Writer, artist, and life enthusiast. Her
favorite thing to do is to hang out with her best friend and husband, Ryan
Sackman. Crystal realizes that you might find her sentimentality nauseating, but
she told me to tell you that she doesn’t care what you think – she’ll gush about
her husband if and when she wants. That being said, she also told me to tell you
to check out Ryan’s work which has also been published in this journal. And
lastly, LIVE FROM NEW YORK, IT’S SATURDAY NIGHT! No, no… wait a minute. I
must be confused. Ah yes, what I really meant to say is I LOVE YOU, RYAN! That
is all.
Ryan Sackman is a self proclaimed nerd. He loves his wife and video games, in
that order. When he grows up he wants to be an astronaut firefighter cowboy,
riding across the galaxy on the back of a laser-propelled bucking bronco putting
out intergalactic fires. If that falls through…maybe something in education…like
maybe teaching super geniuses how to think harder and faster. He also enjoys
writing and painting and cars and computers and long walks on the beach and
he especially enjoys the company of his super supportive wife Crystal, whose
work is also in the journal, and probably much more enjoyable than his.
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Selena Salihovic has firmly renewed her vows with D.H. Lawrence.
Dustin Sewell is a fighter who can withdraw, a joker who can cry, and a lover
who can loathe. He can put his emotions aside for want of logic, but he can also
wear his heart on his sleeve. He is his fathers; he is his mothers. He is John
Wayne and Maureen O’Hara.
Leah Sheppard, born and raised in the Seattle area, is an aspiring writer
currently attending UW Bothell. Her childhood and pre-collegiate education
were somewhat unorthodox; she was home schooled and learned largely as an
autodidact from preschool through eleventh grade. She lives for the time being
with her parents, younger sister, and faithful Welsh Corgi, Bryn. Leah hopes to
travel after graduation next spring, potential destinations being Europe, Africa,
and Asia.
Aaron Shurin's newest book is King of Shadows, a collection of personal essays.
He directs the MFA Writing Program at the University of San Francisco.
Lucy Smith is lucid these days, not terribly organized, but coherent nonetheless.
She lives with her two dazzlingly brilliant, talented, and handsome sons ages 10
and 13, a luminous husband with a razor-like wit, and a dog named Dude. Her
time is spent giving art lessons to 4th graders; schlepping the kids to practices,
games and music lessons; plying her reluctant friends with food; attending
classes at UW Bothell; and attempting to dissuade the inevitable aging that
occurs when one grows old.
Ashley Mae Stapleton is in the midst of her last year of her undergraduate
degree. She has recently spent time studying and traveling in Europe. Although
she was new to creative writing, the endless beauty and culture in Europe and
Africa has expanded her mind and offered her with countless inspiration for
future writings. She has been able to spend more time reading for pleasure, a
pastime she has now grown fond of. Some of Ashley’s favorite things are her
dogs, sushi, her parents, exploring, fine wines, and sunshine. In the future,
Ashley will strive to be a lifelong learner, forever continuing her education, and
would love to have her own dog rescue.
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Adrienne Tasanasanta is living the dream at UW Bothell. Navigating through
corporate craziness by day and coursework complexities by night, she is an
intrepid explorer of life who exudes awesomeness wherever she goes.
Barbara A. Thomas graduates this June from UW Bothell with a BA in
Interdisciplinary Studies: Global Studies and will begin working on her MA in
Gerontology this fall at the University of Southern California. She typically writes
poems in the middle of the night, in the dark. The decipherable ones usually end
up in a poem, the others in the recycle bin! Her poetry has appeared in Between
the Lines, the Seattle Muse, and Sinister Wisdom. She loves biographies, yoga,
Anne Sexton, and outsider art. Barbara lives in Everett with her son Nicholas,
girlfriend Cate, and their two dogs Hugo and Vita.
Karen Tissot feels blessed to be a "Pacific Northwesterner" and would never
dream of moving her life or her writing anywhere else. For Karen, it is hard to
not find inspiration here in the most beautiful setting her biased eyes have ever
seen.
Joli Valentino is a UWB Senior.
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